
The Lufthous® product range developed for personal rest 
have an extensive history of articles, all made with Premium 
quality and are the fruit of laborious research. 

The LH TURMALINK PROTECT® DUVET, is the new product 
that our brand offers. Using it will not only allow you to 
protect yourself from the cold during the coldest periods 
of the year, but will also bring you incredible benefits while 
you rest.

It is only thanks to the combination of the best raw materials 
and the most avant-garde technology that you can obtain a 
duvet with characteristics as unusual and innovative as the 
ones we offer you. 

The distinctive key of the  LH TURMALINK PROTECT® DUVET 
is in its composition; with latest generation materials, 
made with an smart fabric replete with microparticles of 
tourmaline on one side and microencapsulated Bayscent® 
ACE on the other side, that will allow you enjoy its benefits 
in your rest. If you want to know more about the special 
features and all the advantages that the new Lufthous® 
brand duvet can offer you, don’t be left behind and join us. 

The world of rest is in luck and we 
want you to witness it.    
¡PERSONALISE YOUR REST!

LH TURMALINK PROTECT® DUVET
WITH BAYSCENT® ACE
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El EDREDÓN LH TURMALINK PROTECT® es reversible, lo cual 
es idóneo para que lo uses en base a tus gustos y necesidades.

The LH TURMALINK PROTECT® DUVET is reversible, which is 
ideal for use based on your tastes and needs.

* TOURMALINE is a mineral with multiple advantages for 
your well-being. Among other things, it helps to protect us 
from electromagnetic pollution.

* BAYSCENT® is a line of innovative and excellent quality 
products used in special textile finishes by TANATEX 
Laboratories. These finishes are made from micro-
encapsulated essential oils which, when released, reinforce 
harmony and well-being. The capsules gradually release 
beneficial essences to ensure maximum effect of their 
special properties. 

The lining of the base with Vitamin A, C and E accompanies 
you during sleep. 

To complete, the capsule containing these vitamins gives 
the surrounding atmosphere a refreshing orange scent.

BLACK TOURMALINE, WHAT IS IT AND HOW 
CAN IT BENEFIT US?

This is a natural mineral with a complex composition, 
as it contains fifteen different elements: lithium, nickel, 
potassium, boron complex silicate, sodium, aluminium, 
magnesium, etc.

Black tourmaline is a powerful energy channel and transforms 
negative energy into positive, high-frequency energy
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You may be wondering what the benefits of this element are. 
Well, Tourmaline, as a material with pyroelectric properties 
(it generates energy as it receives heat), is capable of 
producing negative ions indefinitely.

When they come into contact with our body, through heat 
and friction, they generate a thermal effect that increases 
the temperature and the sensation of well-being.

Its properties applied to the  LH TURMALINK PROTECT® 
DUVET give it a key factor, helping you to sleep better, and 
also to do it in a restorative and pleasant.

A GOOD REST; THE BASIS OF YOUR 
WELL-BEING

Maybe you’ve had a bad night’s sleep because you don’t 
have the right medium. This can take its toll. That’s why 
at Lufthous® we make sure that every single one of our 
products is subjected to the strictest quality controls.

We provide all the necessary certifications that verify the 
origin and quality of our materials.  

Your rest and well-being is the greatest reward for our team. 
Rest like never before with the LH TURMALINK PROTECT® 
DUVET.

Sweet dreams and thank you for trusting in us. 

DUVET LAYERS

Custom Continuous Quilting

TURMALINK fabric with luminescence

300 grams HCS feather touch fibre  
without resins

Bayscent® ACE fabric with vitamins A, C, E; 
and luminescence.


